THE  SPANISH  WAR
A column of dust showed me where the troops were
moving, and as we crossed a little stream round which
clustered half a dozen houses, I could see straight ahead of
me the famous pass outlined in the evening sky. Pressing
forward to the front I found that the column had halted
and an advance guard with machine-guns had been
thrown out a couple of thousand yards ahead. Two light
field guns still mounted on their eight-wheel lorries were
trained on the brow of the mountains. On the road,
hugging the right, the lorries and gay-coloured motor
omnibuses were halted, with barely four yards' interval
between them. I looked at the scene, some two hundred
vehicles on a winding up-gradient packed so closely
together, and wondered what would happen if the Reds
attempted to attack downhill They did not, and so
the somewhat daring formation was justified In fact,
throughout the Civil War I have seen the Nationalist
leaders take risks which seemed appalling, but I have
never seen the Reds take advantage of them.
I had presented myself to the major in command of the
advance guard of the column and had found talking to
him some other journalists, including M Bertrand de
Jouvenel, a young Frenchman whose name is ,well known
in France as much through his writings as because he is
son of the late Senator de Jouvenel, recently minister and
at one time French Resident-General in Syria and Am-
bassador in Rome. Night was falling fast and, seated on
a box in front of my car, which I had taken back a hundred
yards or so to the rear, I wrote a hurried dispatch and
decided to send it back to France by Antome, who was,
incidentally, thoroughly disgusted at the idea of missing
the fight which was due on the morrow Heartened by
a glass of wine at the cross-road inn, I walked back through
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